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		A collection of the theories, practices, and policies of vocational education and training written by international experts

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Vocational Education and Training offers an in-depth guide to the theories, practices, and policies of vocational education and training (VET). With contributions from a panel of leading international scholars, the Handbook contains 27 authoritative essays from a wide range of disciplines. The contributors present an integrated analysis of the complex and dynamic field of VET.

	
		Drawing on the most recent research, thinking, and practice in the field, the book explores the key debates about the role of VET in the education and training systems of various nations. The Handbook reveals how expertise is developed in an age of considerable transformation in work processes, work organization, and occupational identities. The authors also examine many of the challenges of vocational education and training such as the impact of digital technologies on employment, the demand for (re)training in the context of extended working lives, the emergence of learning regions and skill ecosystems, and the professional development of vocational teachers and trainers.

	
		This important text:

		
			Offers an original view of VET’s role in both the initial and continuing development of expertise
	
			Examines the theories and concepts that underpin international perspectives and explores the differences about the purposes of VET
	
			Presents various models of learning used in VET, including apprenticeship, and their relationship with general education
	
			Explores how VET is shaped in different ways by the political economy of different countries
	
			Reviews how developments in digital technologies are changing VET practice
	
			Discusses the challenges for universities offering higher vocational education programs
	
			Draws on both recent research as well as historical accounts


	
		Written for students, researchers, and scholars in the fields of educational studies, human resource development, social policy, political economy, labor market economics, industrial relations, sociology, The Wiley Handbook of Vocational Education and Training offers an international perspective on the topic of VET. 
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Context-Aware Pervasive Systems: Architectures for a New Breed of ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2006
The concept of aware systems is one of the most exciting trends in computing today, fueled by recent developments in pervasive computing. This book introduces a new breed of computer applications that are termed "context-aware pervasive systems" and provides architectural blueprints for building context-aware behavior into...
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Life on Wheels: For the Active Wheelchair User (Patient Centered Guides)Patient Centered Guides, 1999

	
		Over 1.5 million Americans use wheelchairs for a variety of causes: a congenital condition, traumatic injury, or disease. People who depend upon wheelchairs for mobility are in varied situations. They might live independently or need attendant care; live alone or with family; be employed full-time or no longer working. Despite...
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Software Metrics: Best Practices for Successful IT ManagementRothstein Associates, 2004
This unique book gives the technical, subject background necessary to make Software Metrics work, and presents a full lifecycle for measurement program development and implementation.

More years ago than I care to remember, let us say twenty five to thirty, Software Metrics was a curiosity confined to a few university...
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CSS: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2015

	
		CSS lets you create professional-looking websites, but learning its finer points can be tricky—even for seasoned web developers. This fully updated edition provides the most modern and effective tips, tricks, and tutorial-based instruction on CSS available today. Learn how to use new tools such as Flexbox and Sass to build web...
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The Definitive Guide to Google AdWords: Create Versatile and Powerful Marketing and Advertising CampaignsApress, 2012

	We often hear that the Internet has changed the world. It has most certainly changed the worlds of

	advertising, retail, news, and magazine and book publishing, and Google has played a central role in this

	change. If one were asked to fill in the blank in the sentence “Google is a(n) ___________ company” with

	what they...
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2002

	Designed to help readers develop the essential skills of computer animation, a hands-on tutorial combines detailed exercises and real-world case studies with step-by-step instruction to explain the animation applications of Macromedia Flash. Original. (Intermediate)
...
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